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A pre-history of the airplane

1860s  Clubs and journals show fixed-wing designs

“Aerial navigation” and “flying machines” are fringe activities –
maybe hopeless, useless, dangerous

1890s  Glider flights, survey books

Experimenters had “open practices”/ open source innovation

� Networking ; shared findings, designs – public goods

� Much documentation:  patents, articles, letters

1903-6   Powered glider flights  (notably Wright brothers)

1908-10  Big exhibitions; new industry

My project:  gather & count publications, clubs, patents, firms, letters, citations



Aerial navigation themes (1)

Flapping wings

Fixed wings
Soaring birds
Kites & gliders
Wing span/shape

Hargrave 1891 Frost 1902

Cayley 1799-1801 Le Bris 1868 

Mouillard 1881

Maxim’s motorized aeroplane 1894



Aerial navigation themes (2)

Tail

Stacked wings

Penaud 1872

Stringfellow 1868 Hargrave 1893

Phillips 1904
Langley 1901

Cayley 1799-1801



Aerial navigation themes (3)

Curved 
(“cambered”)
wings

Balloons
and 
dirigibles

. . . And more technologies:

engines, parachutes, propellers, . . .

Diverse creative exploratory “production” took effort

Lilienthal, 1889

Phillips 1884, 1891

Santos-Dumont, 
1901

Wind tunnels

Wright wing models, 1902



Example patent
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Aeronautical patents per year, 1860-1909
This sample includes perhaps 40% of the relevant patents of that time.

• From publications of the time, USPTO, google patents, and EPO.

• Sources from the time say whether a patent is aeronautically-relevant. 

For flying machines I find so far no licensing fees or suits. 



Subj

ects 

of 

aer

o 

pat

ent

s, 

185

0-

191

0

88Flapping wing / ornithopter

6Engines / motors

26Instruments

30Toys / fun

32Helicopters

Other of interest

297Navigation / control

79Propellers

355Propulsion

58Wing/airfoil

43Parachute

29Glider

77Kite

186Kite/glider/airfoil

556Balloon, airship (lighter-than-air)

� All countries together

� 25% of identified patents 

(1500) have been 

classified by tech

� Much overlap between 

categories here



Data on publications

� 1910Bibliography by 
Brockett of Smithsonian Institution

� 13,000 entries
� Data 

� Title, author, year, language, journal 

� Much cleanup was and is necessary
� Duplicates, missing elements, “missing”

entries



Source: Brockett bibliography (1910)

Dip at end is because only first half of 1909 is included; another volume goes further



Aeronautical periodicals before 1909
Journal when where

entries in 

Brockett (1910)

L'Aérophile 1893- Paris 1383

Zeitschrift für Luftschiffahrt 1882- Berlin; Vienna 1101

Illustrierte Aëronautische Mitteilungen 1897-1931 Strasbourg; Berlin 1053

L'Aéronaute 1868-1914 Paris 822

Wiener Luftschiffer Zeitung 1902-1914 Vienna 604

Bollettino della Societa Aeronautica Italiana 1904- Rome 534

Aeronautics 1907-1921 London 425

Aëronautical Journal 1897- London 415

Scientific American 1871- New York 371

La Conquête de l'Air 1904- Brussels 343

Aeronautical World 1902-1903 Ohio 315

Compte Rendus de l’Académie Sciences 1836- Paris 191

Bulletin of the Aerial Experiment Association 1908- Nova Scotia 157

La Revue de l’Aviation 1906- Paris 147

American Magazine of Aeronautics 1907- New York 102

L'Aeronauta 1896-1900 Milan 95

Revue de l’Aeronautique 1888-96; 1900-1 Paris 87

Flight (Aero Club of UK) 1909- London 81

American Aeronaut 1907-1909 St. Louis; NYC 81

Aeronautical Annual 1895-1897 Boston 68

Ballooning and Aeronautics 1907- London 64



from Mouillard’s L’empire de l’air, 1881                              The next five from L’Aerophile, 1893-1905



Subjects in those articles (roughly)

Term/concept in title
Entries

(of ~13000)

Balloon (aerostat, dirigible, Zeppelin, voyage, ascent) 2100

Navigation (control, steerable) 623

Kites, gliders (gliding, soaring)  550

Wing 180

Bird/animal (animal, fish, insect)  270

Scientific/measurement (research, theory, meteorology, 

atmosphere, experiment, duration, altitude, temperature, weight)  
475

Military (warfare, army) 400

Motor (engine, propulsion, propellers)    380

Clubs/societies 600



Rates of growth, 1856-1905

Annual increase in all-nations aeronautical patents/year: 4.5%
From sample of perhaps 40% of aero patents – same as rate of growth of overall US patents

Aeronautical publications by language:
• French:   6.7% average growth
• English: 7.6% / year 
• German: 11.1% / year
• Italian: 4.4% / year growth

Aero patents grow like other patents in this period   (~ 4.5% / year)
Aero publications grow faster than that  (~ 7%)
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Getting in the air: Otto Lilienthal

• Lilienthal experimented on wing shapes and lift

• Published book:  Birdflight as the basis for aviation

• 1890s: Flew inspirational hang gliders in public – tried to control in air 

• Crashed in 1896; disciple Percy Pilcher crashed in 1899
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Octave Chanute

Retired engineer focuses on “aerial navigation” issue.

His 1894 book Progress in Flying Machines surveyed 
experiments, devices, theories 

Communicated and visited many experimenters

Encouraged openness, e.g.:
“I propose to let you avail of whatever novelty and value there may be in my own 

models or ideas. I should expect in return a like frank access to your 
results” (Chanute to Langley, 1895, quoted by Short, p208)

1900 1901 1902 1903 1904 1905 1906 1907 1908 1909 1910

Wrights to Chanute 7 28 29 22 24 24 33 16 7 3 4

Chanute to Wrights 5 30 34 25 29 37 37 19 9 4 2

Letters and telegrams between Octave Chanute and the Wright brothers



Wilbur Wright’s first letter to Chanute in 1900 says  “the apparatus I intend to employ . . . is 
very similar to [your] "double-deck" machine [of] 1896-7 . . .”

“. . . I make no secret of my plans. . . .
I believe no financial profit will accrue to the inventor of the first flying machine, 
and that only those who are willing to give as well as to receive suggestions can hope to link 
their names with the honor of its discovery. 
The problem is too greatfor one man alone and unaided to solve in secret.” 17

Imitation/copying of previous designs

Chanute-Herring 
glider,   1896

Wright brothers 1901-2 glider
1903-5 airplanes

�

Pratt truss

�

�

�

�
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That basic design continues . . . 

Voisin-Farman winning prize, 1908

Farman, 1909-10

Ferber, 1902, copies Wright design 
based on report from Chanute

�

Santos-Dumont 1906, 1st airplane flight in Europe

Source:  Gibbs-Smith’s Rebirth of European Aviation



Conclusions

At the fringe of ballooning

Aerial navigation with heavier-than-air fixed wings

Later that becomes central invention and industry

Aerial navigation experimenters publish and patent
� Growth of patents is comparable to growth of patents overall

� Publications grow faster than that

� Technology is imitated through these writings ; little intellectual property
� Note: No firms do this “research” (technological uncertainty)
� motivation mostly intrinsic or altruistic:  to fly! change world! attempt challenge

� Communication � imitation, progress � 1890s standard glider

A new industry starts from open-source information



End of presentation


